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Customer Interactions
- Friendly, positive impacts with

customers
- Informed help and guidance

Technical Skills
- Can �x �ats, replace chains,

breaks, build bikes (to some
extent)

- Understands and can use most
tools in a bike workshop

Language Skills
- English (Fluent)
- Swedish  (Flytande)

Work Experience
Bikester - Physical Shop (2020 - 2021)
My role during my time there as an extra worker was working the �oor, dealing and o�ering help to customers to ensure they were
provided with the knowledge they needed to make an optimum purchase and decision. I often helped in Swedish and could
utilize English in challenging scenarios. This ranged from short discussions guiding customers to the correct products, to more
speci�c conversations with multiple interactions where customers were able to test ride bikes, for example. When not dealing with
customers, I was also tasked with keeping the store organized, by restocking the shelves, sorting the bikes, cleaning, working the
cash register, as well as o�ering simple help to colleagues in the workshop.
Feriejobb Stockholm (2021)
During my time in Feriejobb, I gained thorough experience working with colleagues in a swedish setting, achieving simple tasks
assigned to our group throughout the weeks including maintaining and updating public properties.
Meriter
JSU Board (2021 - Present Day)
The JSU Board consists of presidium, alumni and student representatives. Our role is to represent the student body in accordance
with our bylaws, remaining politically independent from the Swedish government. My role consists of participating in weekly
discussions, voting on proposals with further responsibility to ensure other student bodies act accordingly.
Coaching / American Football - (Stockholm Mean Machines, 2021)
Mainly coached U15, as well as helping with the U13 and U19 age teams. I took responsibility over two roles as a coach, leading a
position group as well as the entire team for tackling drills, ensuring safe technique and practice. Furthermore, I consistently
collaborated and worked with coaches to achieve long and short term goals for the players.

Academics
- High School education in ISSR - International School

of the Stockholm Region (2018-2021) , International
Baccalaureate Diploma Program

- Jönköping University Sustainable Enterprise
Development, Bachelors Program (2021 - 2024)

About me
Overall I consider myself a creative, optimistic and hardworking person. Things I like to do in my freetime range thoroughly,
where I grew up playing sports mainly being mountain biking and American football, as well as skiing during the winter season.
In a work environment I like to practice an optimistic and hardworking attitude, and bring excitement and enthusiasm to the
customers I interact with, to ensure they had a positive experience, encouraging a returning visit. I enjoy new tasks being dealt to
me, where I can take opportunities to learn and get better. While I can be independent, I am never afraid to ask for help, as getting
the tasks done right and e�ectively is always important in a work setting.



George Anderson
Applying for : Board Member in the JSU Board

I am excited to be applying for a position on the JSU board to serve a second year
following my initial year in the board! I believe I am a strong fit for this role, and I am determined
to contribute to a better student union for the long term. So far throughout this year, I have been
inspired and so grateful for the opportunity for a role like this, where I could make a direct
impact on the student faculty through the student union.

I believe I have made strong consistent efforts to contribute to the work done in the JSU
board. By being present in meetings I have had the opportunity to not only give input, but to also
learn more about how this organization functions and how it can improve through strategic
decisions and planning for the long term.

Through our workshops, meetings and team buildings I made efforts to always think of
the larger picture from a perspective that takes the student faculty into account. One important
task has been navigating a large range of documents JSU acts in accordance with. Because of
this, I have learnt and gained critical and valuable insight to the union.

Some goals I personally set for myself for my role in the union was helping plan and
think for the long term of this organization. Some ways I did this was  by firstly, helping and
contributing to working on a mission statement for the organization. I believe this is extremely
important to any organization, and more specifically this one, given the large variety of roles
different working members in JSU have.

Another aspect I attempted to contribute with when addressing a long term perspective
for JSU, was the case of ensuring our bylaws are as well written as possible. I have spent a
large amount of time dedicated to producing improved text within the bylaws. This is important
in ensuring they are interpreted as they should be, and are as clear as possible. Hopefully, this
will create a stronger and more useful set of bylaws for the union to abide by in the long term.

If elected, I plan on being a part of the solution here in JSU!


